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OPG+ is an in-situ oil and fuel clean 

up and remediation service that is 

environmentally friendly and a 

fraction of our competitor’s cost.

OPG Plus LLC
Toll Free: 844.444.8899

www.OPGplus.com
290 Gus Hipp Blvd, Rockledge, FL 32955

PAST PERFORMANCE PERTINENT CODES

OSEII has been a chosen spill remediation solution by the 

US Department of Defense since 1994 and US Coast Guard. 

For additional case studies visit www.osei.us/

OPG+ supplies remediation services to several national 

equipment rental and construction agencies.

For example, a piece of rental equipment failed, resulting in 

45 gallons of hydraulic fluid being spilled. The hydraulic 

fluid was pooled on soil and around a storm water drain. 

OPG+ was called and remediated the site within 3 hours.

OPG Plus LLC is a US based company 
established in 2017 to satisfy a growing 
need for natural, quick and effective spill 
remediation.

OPG+ has secured the license to service 
customers using Oil Spill Eater II (OSEII). 
Manufactured by Oil Spill Eater International 
Corporation since 1989. OSEII has a long 
and proven record of success, remediating 
over 36,000 spills across the globe.

✔ 24/7 Mobile Service
✔ EPA Approved
✔ Eliminates all hydrocarbons related to an oil or fuel spill on site
✔ Fuel rendered completely non-flammable in as little as 5 minutes
✔ No digging up and removing contaminates, the oil and fuel
    hydrocarbons are turned to water and CO2 on site

✔ On site response within 1 hour
✔ Available 24/7, 365 days per year
✔ Effective on all surfaces including concrete, asphalt, 
    soil and waterways
✔ Nontoxic, biodegradable and harmless to humans,
    animal and marine life
✔ Less expensive than other clean up solutions
✔ Oil and fuel turned to water and CO2
✔ Listed on the EPA’s NCP (National Contingency Plan)

✔ DUNS: 081254312

✔ CAGE: 852T5

✔ NAICS: 562910

✔ FEIN: 82-341-9013

✔ Small Business

✔ ACH and major credit cards accepted

For further information about 
how OPG+ can assist your 
business please contact:

Matthew Kemper
mkemper@opgplus.com

Antonia Duncan
aduncan@opgplus.com

OPGplus.com
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Oil, Petroleum,
Grease, Aviation Fuel,

Hydraulic Fluid,
Solvents and More

Spray-on Application
is a One Step Process that
Permanently Eliminates
Hazardous Materials and

Fire Hazard within Minutes

OPG+ Speeds Up Nature’s
Process of Altering

Hydrocarbons at the
Molecular Level to

Carbon Dioxide & Water

The Carbon Dioxide
Evaporates Leaving

Water Behind -
No Need to Dispose

of Contaminants

Toxicity of Spill is Rapidly
Diminished, Odor is
Gone, Spill Will No
Longer Adhere to

Anything, Site is Safe!



WHAT IS OPG+?

OPG+ Cleanup service utilizes a 100% 

biodegradable product that is the 

world’s most environmentally safe 

and cost-effective remediation 

process for the mitigation of 

hazardous spills. Whether it’s an oil, 

petroleum or grease spill, OPG+ will 

quickly make your site, and your 

business, safe and operational again!

A NATURAL PROCESS

OPG+ is an environmentally safe 

cleanup method because it uses 

natures own bioremediation 

processes to effectively eliminate 

hazardous materials. OPG+ is not 

a bacteria (bug), fertilizer or 

dispersant product.

OPG+ is a biological enzyme that 

converts the waste into a natural 

food source for the enhanced 

native bacteria found in the 

environment. The end result of 

this process is CO2 and water.

PROVEN SOLUTION

OPG+ will reduce your cleanup 

costs and permanently eliminate 

the hazardous waste problem in 

place, with no secondary cleanup 

required.

OPG+ is approved for use all over 

the world. Since 1989, OPG+ has 

safely remediated numerous types 

of hazardous materials on/in the 

ground and in the water.

PRODUCT OVERVIEWTHE NATURAL SOLUTION

JUST THE FACTS

OPG Plus LLC
Toll Free: 844.444.8899

www.OPGplus.com
290 Gus Hipp Blvd, Rockledge, FL 32955

✔ Not a dispersant and does not leave a toxic residue in the 
environment

✔ Not a bacteria (bug), fertilizer or dispersant product.

✔ Eliminates all hydrocarbons related to an oil or fuel spill on site

✔ No digging up and removing contaminants, the oil and fuel are 
turned to water and CO2 on site.

✔ Environmentally safe cleanup method because it uses nature’s 
own bioremediation processes to effectively to eliminate hazard-
ous materials.

✔ Approved by numerous countries for use, including the U.S. and 
Canada.

✔ Safely remediated numerous types of hazardous materials on the 
ground, in the ground and in the water.

✔ Effective on all surfaces including concrete, asphalt, soil and 
waterways.

✔ Less expensive than other clean up solutions

✔ Turns oil and fuel into water and CO2

✔ Listed on the EPA’s NCP (National Contingency Plan)

✔ Offers 24/7 Mobile Service throughout the state of Florida.

✔ Reduces Fire Hazard of Flammable Contaminants Within 5 
Minutes

✔ ONE STEP process that permanently removes oil + fuel

✔ Non-toxic and completely safe for people + wildlife

✔ Completely diminishes contaminant odors

✔ Biological enzyme that converts oil, petroleum, + grease into a 
natural food source for the enhanced native bacteria found in the 
environment.

✔ Will not damage paint or glass surfaces

✔ Adheres to a spill's hydrocarbons, so wherever it is carried by 
current or wind, the remediation process continues.

✔ Safe to use on lawns + plants. 


